
3 gpercepties 

4  0o Well, let me clarity what I am trying to 

5 find

SA. o ahead.  

7 0. You hav tiond congresional p0r.sre, 

* a soarce within NRC, a orce without MC.  

9 Would yes b mere specific on who is saying 

10 what to whaO here about what? 

11 A. In my ipressis traM Leadiqng es releases 

12 and talkting to Lndividuals who bad interfaced with the 

13 commissloa staff.  

14 0. Who are thse indlividuals? 

1 5  A, Individuals betig the plant manager, who is 

16 briefed whenever there is a meetig with mRC.  

17 There is an iateo ation chaia that when the 

1t NRC staff meets with WA, the A staff mImbers are told 

19 theu btOs and perceived nature of the aeousnication, 

20 0. Is the Watts Bar plant manager? 

21 A Tes, And through that surse, weas of vhbich 

22 came f re the plant manager, other of which cae ftroa a 

23 licensing engineer in Chattanooga, I was of the 

24 perception that Coastsloner Asselstine's a purpose say 

25 have been to taprove TvA's perforasnce through a :ode of
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1 a9itatio,0 for a good perpose, to achieve a good cause.  

2 1 chose to reed it that way rather than his 

3 purpose was to be distractive. But the pattern of his 

4 performance was to grab preliminary information and treat 

5 it in a someohat sensationalistic aane*r.  

6 One cant, believet, the handiaog between 

7 December 1Bth and January the 3rd or December 19th and 

a January 3rd of this itoss to fit a pattern of performance 

9 in which informatloan that was not developed as a WA 

10 position was taken out of the organization and was 

11 essentially slapped back in TWA's face without any 

12 thorough regulatory analysis on XRC's side of the bouse 

13 as to what compliance with Appendix 3 did or eidne't mean, 

14 wbat a OA program breakdown meant or didn't aoon.  

15 Those are ioosses that have not been, in 

1s spite of the longevity of Appendix B, top.pas which had 

17 not been worked out ano developed into refined WRC 

18 positions.  

19 Yet Commissioner Asselstie was very quick 

20 to throw it back on TWA as, fBat of course, you guys 

21 better be in coapliance with Appendix 5 - whatever that 

22 really seans - and you're going to toell as in six days 

23 whether you are or you aren't.* 

24 Those are very threatening kind of vorde, 

25 like if you come back and say you're not, we are going to

SpiITsB RPORTzIG AGCICT (615) 267-0989



I plU yaour coanstruction permit 

2 0. That was coming from Comisasioner 

3 Asselatiae? 

4 A* That was the interpretation of what was 

5 coning from Commissioner Asselatine.  

S0& tb're talking aboueat tryiag to take 

7 congressional pressure offt I got lost there.  

* A. There's a perception in TWA that *RC was 

9 under and still remains under accentuated congressional 

10 oversight pressure that is critical of 3RC's handling of 

11 the regulation of WA, and that that was inflauencing the 

12 performance of some of the RC stafft to spend less time 

13 and effort understanding the roamticatieon of a problem 

14 and more quickly proclaiming that there vwas a newfound 

15 problem of a situation that was totally out of control at 

16 WA, without giving it very judicious thought before 

17 escalating the enforcement of the issae.  

18 0. So& with that background, we discuss TVA's 

19 perceptioe of why they formed their answer the way they 

20 did, to provide relief Ia that artaa? 

21 A. go. I don't believe that the hWA 

22 response - maybe I an not maderstanding your question.  

23 Ny Lapression was that TWA's responsa, froa talking to 

24 WIr. Kelley, was intended to provide enough inforzation 

25 |for the NRC staff to draw the conclusions that fIr. relley
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1 felt that they needed to draw.  

2 Implicit in that, LU My t.presion, is that 

3 Mr. Kelley may have thought that it would allow the 

S stttf to do it, while at the same ties, not provide the 

5 Ianftlamatory information that C-inamiSOer Asselstimue 

S night have wanted at that time.  

7 Be probably could have easily perceived he 

a was in a daoaed it you do, damed if you don't situation 

9 in which Commissioner Asselstine was goina to treat TWA 

10 in an unfair way, and that an escape route from this 

11 situation could have been to give the staff the 

12 information it needed so that they could evalaate these 

13 problem areas.  

14 Then appropriate solutions could moave 

15 forward and remove the problem froee an envarironament freo 

16 which TWA was either going to be accuased of lying or have 

17 its construction perait pulled because of a semantics 

1H iss"u over what complisance with Appendix a meant.  

19 0. ao, you're saying 

20 A. And that's specalatioe on my part. I did 

21 enot challenge wr. Kelley to dafend why he thought this 

22 was a good strategy, only that be understood whvby I though 

23 a different one was needed.  

24 0. An I correct in thinking your perception is 

25 that Fr. Kelley was providing the staff enough

SMITH REPORTING AGENCTY (615) 257-0989



1 Latmaetion aso the staff could sy everything's okay? 

2 A. 1o. Let's stop here* 

3 To present the staff enough information so 

4 the staff could draw whatever conclusion it needed to 

5 about the adequacy or inadequacy of OA program 

€ performance at Watts Bar.  

7 0. Withoat providing information to outside 

I sources that they could use for other reasons? 

9 A. s M opinion is that was the flavor of the 

10 environment that we were in, that the performance of 

11 Commissioner Asselstine, the pattern of performance, and 

12 the nature of the the January 3rd letter, which 

13 originally demanded a responaase in ai days indicated an 

14 organisation on the commission side that was not pursuing 

15 assues in a very judicious direction.  

16 I don't believe that anyone could rationally 

17 credit IRC's performance with that letter, given the 

18 period of time that Appendix 8 bad been in place, given 

19 teb problems that construction plants have had in this 

20 cosntry over years and given the lack of MRC's definition 

21 of what constitutes a OA progrea breakdown, what 

22 constitutes compliance vith Appendix B.  

23 Given all those tbings as background, then 

24 how would NRC get in the corner saying, OWe bhear 

25 something from one of your staff, you've got six days to 
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1 give as youar position on thia.* 

2 1 don't believe that that can be defended as 

3 evidence of a regulator that is moving to treat TWA in a 

4 fair sad jdicious mananer.  

5 BT mR. ROBISO s 

6 0. Back to the March 20th letter itself, and I 

7 realise you did not play any direct role in the drafting 

8 of the letter.  

9 Bat from reading this letter myself, and 'em 

10 referring specifically to the second paragraph of the 

11 iRarch 20th letter, it appears that TWA comes to the 

12 conclusion that the overall QA program is in compliance 

13 with 10 CPR, Part 50, Appeadix B based on two reasonst 

14 One, that there was no pervasive breakdown in the QA 

15 program, and two, that problems have been identified and 

1I that they are either remedied or will be remedied - the 

17 problems that have been identified? 

18 I realise that this is also based on 

19 li-iting the scope of the review to the the ton ISES 

20 perceptions, or twelve SIRS pereeptionas 

21 In your opinion, is it aecessary to have a 

22 pervasive OA breakdown to be in non-compliance with 

23 Appendiz Bt 

74 A, Once again, you're asking the yes/no 

25 question referring to a March 20, 1986 letter and the

SHIT8 REPORTING ACGCTY (615) 267-0919
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January 3, 193K letter, which t have been trying to 

inadicate should hae been a great soorce of embarassment 

to the comission for ever er having issued it.  

It is now a year later, and once again, I 

challenge the comaission to dafine a pervasive QA prograa 

breakdown and its relatiooship to compliance with 

ApeandiLx B.  

And I denat believe the commission has 

defined it yet. If they have, it has been kept very 

quiet.  

I an going to work back to your question.  

In my opinion, the March 20th letter represented TWA's 

attempt to rationalize, and it had never rationalized 

before, what a QA program breakdown or what a pervasive 

QA program breakdown was or what ceapliance with Appendix 

B asant.  

But it was an honest attempt, I believe, to 

rationalize what was perceived to have been dropped on 

our doorstep by 3RR and Comsissioner Asselstine and 

develop same terms and try to communicate them back to 

the oomiassion.  

rationale? 

IQ. Yes.
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A . f indaad t meeas that the two conditions 

of compliance with Appendix B are, number one, no 

pervasive b&eakdown, and two, is that problems being 

identittfied are being solved.  

A& long as you have that condition that 

constitutes compliance with Appendix B, I would say that 

can be made a good definition of compliance with Appendix 

B with a good deal of development of the definition of 

what constitutes a QA program breakdown as opposed a 

deficiency or a significant deficiency.  

We need definitions going beyond deficiency 

for what constitutes significant deficiency, then QA 

program breakdown, then pervasive QA program breakdown.  

All those teras need conceptual development in their 

definition,.  

Then I believe that a useful definition 

could come out of pervasive QA program breakdown and 

weaould fit nicely in there. But at this point in time, I 

don't believe that the coammission has developed that 

first step going beyond deficiency to significant 

deficiency.  

I donet believe the difference betwecu 

deficiency and significant deficiency is articulated in 

the commission's paperwork, unless I have lost touch with 

that operation. fov, we are talking a lang ee that is
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1 two. levels further than significant deficiency.  

2 0. Are you saying that because the comission 

3 hasn't adequately defined that you cannot adequately torn! 

4 a definition of those terms in your own opinion? 

5 A. I don't believowe there is a neeo for a 

6 utility to define teras that are beyond significant 

7 deficiency. r believe that a definition of deficiency 

I and significant deficiency can be utilised to operate an 

9 effective corrective action progrea for all the problems 

10 that confront a utility.  

11 I believe that further focus on significant 

12 deficiency can be resolved in a system that really does 

13 get to fundamental problems with programes, staffing and 

14 procedures that go beyond site level and get into 

15 corporate performance.  

1i . believe that can be done without any 

17 definition that goes beyond significant deficiency.  

IS Therefore, I don't personally see a awed for the QA 

19 program breakdown and pervasive QA program breakdown to 

20 be defined ualess NRC desires to shift its regulation of 

21 construatihe permits and the likes frem topical reports 

22 In Appendix B to something that is somehow broader.  

23 And one gets the implication that the 

24 commission desires to this by this letter. I keep sayinq 

25 that tne whole regulatory strateqy from fRC's side of tne 

SMITE REPORTING AGWCT (615) 267-0969



1 hbase I don't believe was well thought out before it 

2 jfmped eat into getting away from the deficiency and 

3 signtficant deficiency realm and started talking 

4 pervasive QA program breakdown.  

5 And how should MRC regulate pervasive CA 

6 program breakdown before having defined it? 

7 BT MR. REfg ARTst 

8 0. In this exchange of letters that we are 

9 talking about, the January 3rd, 1966 and the March 20th, 

10 1916, was it the NRC or vas it TWA that introduced the 

11 words prrvasive? 

12 A. I as not sure.  

13 0. Would you please look at the letter? 

14 T5H WITNSSis If we could, can I take a 

15 short break to postpone my lls00 o'clock appointment? 

16 MR. BWBIS0?q» Sure. Let the record reflect 

17 that we're taking a recess at 10(49.  

1 8  (The interview was recessed from 10t49 a.x.  

19 until 10s54 a.**) 

20 MR. ROBISONs It's now 10.54, and vwe are 

21 back on the record.  

22 BT 1R, 3OBfO3RNs 

23 0. During the recess, Kr. McDonald and I 

24 discussed a situation which perhaps directed the TWA 

25 response to the NRC letter of January 3rd to address more 
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1 directly the existence of a OA program at Watts Bar as 

2 opposed t vwhether or not Appendix B requirentamts wer 

3 being not it Watts Bar. I will let Mr. McDonald explain 

4 the circumsaances.  

5 A. Hark, perhaps this also responds to your 

9 question.  

7 When I reviewed the January 3rd letter and 

I reviewed TWAs March 20th response, the first time that 

9 word of QA program breakdown or pervasive QA program 

10 breakdown is used in those docketed letters is the TWA 

11 March 20 letter.  

12 In January of 1989, I heard that there was a 

13 meeting in Chattanooga to discuss the WDS perception 

14 with the intent of leading to a WA position, since it 

15 was accepted that there wasn't a WA position, and that 

16 the 85R8 staff needed to its perception so that TWA could 

17 determine what its position would be, 

13 And I believe that I heard that the NSRS 

19 representatives at that meeting were Kersit Whitt and 

20 Mike garriseon. heard that Mr. White appointed a staff I 

21 or a task group to go hear the NSRS perception and that 

22 that included both Chuck Mason and Bill Wegner.  

23 The NSRS perception, the ovsrall perception 

24 ;was of the nature that given the background of the 

25 eleven individual perceations, NSRS was concluding thst 
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1 there was no QA program at Watts Bar - another set of 

2 semanties.  

3 *Requirements are not being net' was the 

4 terminology being used, apparently, in the meeting with 

5 Commissioner Asselatine.  

4 Then I heard that the terminology, as the 

7 NSRS developed their 'official position' to discuss with 

I corporate staff was that the situation constituted no QA 

9 progran at Watts Bar and that the discussion in 

10 Chattanooga was one of the MSRS saying that there was no 

11 OA program at Watts Bar, and Mr. Wagner saying, 'asn't 

12 there a described documented QA program for Watts Bar 

13 that has been reviewed and approved and accepted by NRC 

14 as part of the construction permit?g 

15 NSRS responded in the affimative, and Mr.  

1i wagner said, '"ine, that iasse is behind as. There is a 

17 OA program at Watts Bar. Nov, let's move on to the other 

18 issues which MSRS had,* 

19 Now, I believe that relates to your question 

20 in that in the interface with nSIS, I didn't hear the 

21 words pervasive OA program breakdown being a topic of 

22 debate. The debate was over whether or not there was a 

23 OA progqra, which is perhaps another question like the 

24 lone you asked me about what constitutes compliance with 

25 Appencid 37
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Well, what constitutes the existence of a QA 

prograI 

Nevertheloes, that conversation, through 

hearsay, went on the topic of whether or not a QA program 

existed. It was my impression through discussion with 

people like Ray rewby and Te Burdtette tb . the 

discussion with oWC, then the interface between TA 

corporate staft and RC became one of whether there was a 

pervasive QA program breakdown, 

I don't know which side either coined the 

phrase or Introduced it in the conversation.  

!BT R. REINBARTt 

0. Do you know who the discussions were between 

PRC staff and TVA corporate, who was carrying out those 

discussions? 

A. I never got any reasonably direct hearsay 

rumors that said so and so talked to Mr. Asselstines 

statff member 

But clearly the record shows TWA is the 

first one in the record to use the tferinology, tot up 

until this issue should came up, I had never board of the 

term, and I had been around TVA regulations to a degree 

since 1978.  

iBT PR. ROBINSONs 

0. It appears, and you may correct 3e if I'm



1 wrong, er. RDonald, that your testimony seems to 

2 indicate that not only do you feel that the January 3rd 

3 letter ftrot RC asking whether or not TWA was in 

4 coapliance with Appendix B, if not just not well thought 

5 out, but a bit unreaseonale, and also that you disagree 

6 with the strategy of TWA in responding to that letter 

7 once it was issued, is that correct? 

* A. I agree with yoor statement there. I 

9 believe that the BRC was offbase in the letter. But 

10 irrespective of that, I den*t think that, in my opinions, 

11 that should be given that much consideratioa in toers of 

12 how TA, as a licensee, responds to any request that the 

13 commission askes.  

14 And so I saw a different strategy as being 

15 the appropriate one to respond.  

16 0. Did you view the strategy that was chosen, 

17 at least to your view by Er. Kelly, as being aisleading 

18 to the NRC in any way? 

19 A. I quite frankly thought it was misleading 

20 until I saw the cover letter acknowledging that TWA bad 

21 problems with solving its problems.  

22 Then, in my mind, I could justify that there 

23 was enough of a thread there that TWA was not going back 

24 to the commission with a response which said everything's 

25 !fine. I felt that it was reasonably defensible once it
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1 bha that in it.  

2 Now, r believe I saw a draft. I think fr.  

3 Gridley shared it with me. sut I think I saw a draft 

4 before March 20th which did not have that language in it.  

5 And then I saw a draft which did have that language in it 

6 that did acknowledge the perspective of however, TwA does 

7 have problems and is having problems aolving then and is 

a committing to go off and study its prograas and make 

9 things better.  

10 And therefore, at that point, I concluded 

11 that we weren't operating entirely in a closed or 

12 concealment mode over our performance.  

13 0. Did you comment to Gridley when you saw the 

14 earlier draft that did not include that language? 

15 A. I don't remeaber the occasion, but I did 

1i tell Mr. Gridley that I had concerns with direction that 

17 the submittal was going. I believe I showed him a letter 

18 that I had sent to Quality Assurance on the subject.  

19 I believe it was he that advised me that I 

20 shbould go sit with Dick Kelley and express my concerns o 

21 bin.  

22 0. Are you aware of any concern by Mr. Gridley 

23 or Mr. Kelly or any other of Mr. White's iLmediate 

24 advisors as to fear of submitting a material false 

25 statement to the URC?

SMITR REPORTING AGICTY (615) 217-0989
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1 - A. From vhere I sat and the exposure that I had 

2 throuagh this was that number ene, it was a difficult 

3 licensing suabittal to develop because the NSRS position 

4 that we were responding to was changing ever two wee.  

5 and the basis for it vas changing.  

6 It was a politically sensitive issue because 

7 of the way NRC had raised the issue, and that probably 

8 John RcDonald was the only one who vwas internal to the 

9 staff attempting to articulate concern with the direction 

10 that it was going.  

11 I did not hear of other individuals 

12 expressing concerns or having anzieties or recommending 

13 different courses.  

14 BT MR. REXPIARTs 

15 0. You mentioned, Kr. McDonald, that the March 

1i 20th letter acknowledges problems vith the corrective 

17 action system and in itselt commits to correct those 

18 problems.  

19 A. Mr. White, in there, commits to 

20 discuassing one of the OA progrsm elements in whvbich we do 

21 bave problems, ineffeactiveness is solving problems.  

22 And then right after that, he commitsa to go 

23 evaluate OA program performance aad sake it better. So I 

24 inferred from that it vas implicit that we vwere going tn 

25 make the corrective action program performance better.

SMITH RIPORTING AGCHCY (15) 267-0989



S0. Back in the time frame of December 19th.  

2 1985 through January 9th or 10th, 1916, was there such an 
3 acknowledgument that yea, there is this problem with the 

4 corrective action system, and ve're really going out to 

5 fix it? 

9 A. I don't recall that beinag the case* was, 

7 during that tine, still working on the Watts Bar nuclear 

8 performance plan. The elements of that plan at that 

9 point in time did not have any highlight on iaprovements 

10 in corrective action performance.  

11 QC. So if we are saying that the March 20th 

12 fletter, because of its correction of the corrective 

13 action program is what, in your opinion, could put TWA in 

14 compliance with Appendix s, by the ase logic, can we say 

s15 that in the December 19th through January 10th time 

16 frame, since that wasn't acknowledged and agreed at that 

17 time, they would not be in compliance? 

18 Tou're calling time out? 

19 A. It may have booeen a very well stated 

20 question, albeLt a complex one. But one of the 

21 statements you made early ont I didn't agree with. I 

22 lost my focus on what you said later.  

23 0. What was that? 

24 A. I believe that you have implied that my 

25 conclusion was that we had to asake the corrective action 
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1 prosgram better in order to be in compliance with Appendix 

2 s.  

3 I believe that's vhere we left that one 

4 earlier was that even improvement in the corrective 

5 action program being needed does not constitute failure 

6 to meet Appendix B. I felt that you maybe controverted 

7 that a bit to say that if you have any deficiency in your 

8 corrective action program that means you're once again 

9 outside of Appendix a.  

10 0. Let me try again.  

11 I believe from your disacussion that you felt 

12 that WTA's corrective action system in the area of 

13 generic corrective action, action to prevent occurence, 

14 root cause identification was not adequate back in that 

15 January, 1986/Decamber, 1985 time frame.  

16 A. Based also on previous conclusions on t'at 

17 same subject? 

18 Right. So, then we asked you, did you agree 

19 with the March 20th letter vhen it said that WA vas in 

20 overall compliance of Appendix 9, and I believe you said 

21 that the reason you agreed was that at that time, the 

22 March 20th time, Mr. White says, *Toes. We do have this 

23 problem with our corrective action system."* 

24 ge didn't say, in your aind, this specific 

25 one tna. he would correct. But by making that 

STTR REPORTTnG ACGENCT (615) 267-099
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comitment, that is what says yeo're in compliance with 

Appendia B at that time.  

Did I get that right? 

A. Bad he not acknowledged the role of a 

corrective action program, I don't believe he would have 

been making a solid statement on compliance with 

Appendix B.  

But both acknowledging the role, and whether 

or not he said we were doing a good job of solving the 

problem, I think he still could have made the statement 

that we were in compliance with Appendix B.  

I don't think we were doing a good job of 

solving the problems He could have said, in my opinion, 

we have got a program in place. We are following it to a 

degree. We have problems, and we also have problems 

solving problems.  

TWA concludes that all that still 

constitutes a situation that is in compliance with 

Appendia B. re went on beyond there, and I think did the 

appropriate thing, which is cemoit to evaluate furtner 

aad improve, including the problem solving.  

Run your question by ms again.  

0. Let so try and be a little nore specific.  

In the December, 1985 and January 1986 time 

iframe, vith your knovledge of the problems witn t.ie

IrL1nL. IY~t~4F~YI~~



1 corrective action ystes at that time, was TVA at that 
2 tiae in compliance with Appeadix BT 

3 A. Compliance with Appendix a meaning? 

4 G * As you have described it to us up to this 
5 polit 

* A. tY*. WVA was in compliance, meaning that it 
7 had a docketed program. It had internal procedures. It 
* bad staff training. It had all these elements, most of 
9 which had seo* deficiency.  

10 But it had all the elements of a program out 
11 there in place and operating with almost all the elements 
12 operating with some degree of deficiency, including the 
13 element of corrective action operating with a 
14 considerable degree of deficiency.  

15 By my definition, I would say that that 
16 still constitutes a program that complies with Appendix 
17 B.  

18 0. Even though corrective action was 

19 inadequate? 

20 A* Inadequate? In my opinion, yes.  
21 0. so, you're in compliance if your corrective 
22 action program ia inadequate? 

23 A, Still in compliance with Appendix B.  

24 0. Bow is that? 

25 A. As long as you're doing something to 

SMITH REPORTIUC AGCWCT (615) 267-0989 
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- ______________ 66 

1 ideatify your deficiency with corrective action.  

2 0. Was anything being done to identify 

3 deficiencies with the correctivs action program? 

4 A. Tea, but not on the level which I would have 

5 preferred.  

6 0. Are they adequate? Were they adequate? 

7 A. Zn my opinion, the corrective action for the 

I corrective action process at that time was not 

9 sufficient. There were saome, what I would call minor 

10 improvements going on at Watts Bar in order to go with 

11 the tra»;sition to the *owner/operator" concept that was 

12 going on at that time and put the site director in 

13 charge, as opposed to the project manager.  

14 There were three or tour elements of 

15 decisions that were in the process of getting put into 

1i place to make clear who vas responsible for solving a 

17 p.oblea, because a lot of problems were falling through 

18 the cracks or getting thrown over the vall because of a 

19 lack of clear definition of responsibilities and 

20 authority.  

21 That was just one element U:& how you set up 

22 a corrective action process. it's one of many 

23 contributing factors, in my opinion, to our poor 

24 performance in the past.  

25 So, there were some iaprovements goinq on in
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1 corrtctive actions, but not in the scope and 

2 raitications that I thought vter needed.  

3 0. So, in a nutshell, what I think you haer 

4 told so was that in the December, 1985/JBanarry 1986 timea 
5 frame, there were deficiencies in all - generally all 

€ criteria - specifically in corrective action.  

7 Corrective action was not adequate.  

* Bowever, you said that you would have been 

9 in compliance if the cocrrctive ation system was 

10 correcting its own problems. And you have said that 

11 it was attempting to, but its attempts to correct its own 

12 problems vwere not adequate, but that still makes it in 

13 compliance.  

14 A. You realise you're asking my opinion, and 

15 I'm speaking from my opinion, if I were making a WA 

16 position on whether or not the corrective actions were 

17 adequate, I probably would not put my own opinion in 

1i there. My own opinion is that more needs to be done.  

19 But something was being done.  

20 0. But it wasn't adequate? 

21 A. In my opinion. In other opinions it was 

22 perfectly adequate.  

23 0. But in your opinion, even what needed to be 

24 done was inadequate, it was still in compliance? 

25 A. Let's say I had low confidence in the
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1 improvements which wver ongoing. I had low confidence 

2 nLa them.  

3 Q. Let *me ask another question here.  

4 A. And I still do.  

5 Q. You still do what? 

6 A. Have low confidence in the corrective action 

7 program improvements which have been ongoing.  

8 0. And that is what I = getting at. Barlier 

9 you said the program has lacked and still lacks 

10 characteristics that identify root cause and develop 

11 generic corrective action.  

12 What specifically are you saying there when 

13 youa're saying that these characteristics are lacking to 

14 give you low confidence? 

s1 5  A. One can drop outside the words of Appendix 

16 8, which are rather limited on the subject of corrective 

17 action and talk of problems analysis, which is what it's 

18 about.  

19 And in order to analyse a problem and 

20 identify the cause and come up with a credible solution, 

21 in my opinion, requires a methodology to be employed, 

22 given that we have a large organisation and a large 

23 variety of problems.  

24 We do not have and have not bad a consistent 

25 netaodology defined for doing that problem solvinq 
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1 analysis. I believe that that has led to the shallowness 

2 of a lot of the problem solving reviews that have been 
3 done In the past.  

4  The creation of a model for how things work 
5 and a problem solving methodology for evaluating 

6 conditions against that model to say what's missing and 

7 what's wrong is still not part of the program.  

1 0. Aro you saying that's outside of Appendix B7 

9 A. No. I*' trying to get away froe discussion 

10 that is flavored by Appendix B, because Appendix a 

11 terminology just says you have got to have a way to solve 

12 your problems, and it's loft to the licensee to devise 

13 vays.  

14 What I'a saying is that this licensee, like 

15 most, has devised procedures that provide requirements 

1i for solving problems, but don't provide methods or 

17 training to do it and therefore get rather shallow 

18 problem solving action which leaves generic issues 

19 not identified until they come up ultiple times in 

20 saltiple years in soae cases.  

21 * yaou'ra saying that methodology has lacked 

22 and is still lacking? 

23 A. yes, 

24 0. Did you have any involvement in an effort 

25 performed or led by Craig Lundin? 

SMITH REPORTING AGENCT (615) 267-0989 
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1 A. On what? i recently came froma a meeting in 
2 Atlanta on welder reerttfication, this assae? 

3 0. Mr. Lundin led an effort to evaluate the 

4 MRS responses.  

5 A. No. This is the first I knev that he was 

9 the individual referred to as someone who apparently Nr.  
7 White has referred to as advised his and overviewed these 

8 positions or something.  

9 My recollection of Craig Lundin dariang that 

10 time frame was that I got him a copy of the Watts Bar 

11 Performance Plan, Volume 4, that I vas working on, and I 
12 asked him to comment on that because he was a now 

13 corporate level staff person.  

14 r t was a task which it seemed that he didn*t 

15 have time to do for msme reason. Perhaps it was because 

1i he was working on this.  

1 7  o0. Were you at Watts Bar during this time 

18 period? 

19 A. Tes.  

20 0* To u don't remember Craig Lundin and six or 

21 seven guys comaing out there and talking to a lot of 

22 people, digging into procedures, trying to verity -i 

23 A. I wasn't aware that they were there. And 

24 they were did not come and talk to me.  

25 0. You were in what position at that time? 
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1 A. I was the Plant Compliance Eupervisorc 

2 .* Would he necessarily have had to talk to 

3 you? 

4 A. Tell ms what job he had.  

5 MR. ROBIRSORt 8Re as revtewinq the adequacy 

6 of the technical responses to the Its" perceptions.  

7 A. I **see And I could only presume that if bhe 

8 evaluated the technical adequacy of that piece of the 

9 corrective action response that i put in, he did it on 

10 the face value of what was written there, r'm not aware 

11 of him talking to my staff on the subject.  

12 BT MR. ROBINSOHN 

13 0. Are you aware of his talking to either 

14 engineering or construction people regarding that aspect? 
1 5  A. I'o not avare of it, 

1i BYT R. RtrNBARTs 

17 0* Are you aware of an effort - it was called 

is a systematic analysis. It was done in the November and 
19 December, 1915 time frame, maybe overflowing into January 

20 of 19867 

21 It was led by Mr. Kirkebo, and he sent a 

22 report to Larry nace. It's called the Mace Report.  

23 MR. o08inONs It's an analysis of about a 
24 1year and a .. :f of past oorrespondence, 

25 A, Yes. Yes. T7he tarainology on some of this 

______________^________
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1 ecapos as because of the lack of these things becoming 

2 poblished.  

3 Per instance, I have heard the name Race 

4 Report four or five times in the last year, but until nowv 

5 1 didn't know to associate that with the activities of a 

6 team of - I believe it was primarily Stone and Webster 

7 personnel - collectiag the correspondenac between TWA 

8 and URC for a period of 18 months.  

9 There were individuals doing a reading of 

10 the correspondence, identifying bwhat the is«&es were, 

11 categorizing the issues. Someone else in the group was 

12 overvieving that, and then loading the data by category 

13 of issue into a computer program and sorting it out into 

14 about ten or fifteen different areas of common sorts.  

15 I was aware that got done on about a hundred 

16 itema or something like that. But it got done.  

17 The data vas developed graphically. I saw that in a 

18 draft of the Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan, Volume 

19 One.  

20 1 saw around draft three, the first 

21 issuance, there was a section in there that bad the 

22 results of that analysis. It was pretty difficult for me 

23 to understand what the words were supposed to say nazt to 

24 the graphs. r didn't raderstand it very well.  

25 rI mac *ome comannts on tnat, and when the
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1 ext draft cae out, that section was so lo ge there. r 
2  teer hbard that it was writtes up as a repert and called 

3 the Bace aeport.  

4 0. That was the only Loalvenent yoe had with 

5 that? 

6 A. The people who - smee eo the people who 

7 vetre itrolved in it - I thiank either red Faery and 

I perhaps Bob oleyr, of Stone 6ad IWbater, might have boo e 

9 involved in that task, I 

10 Alaost in parallel with that cast, there was 

11 an assessment tof problems that was led by Rr. Poley. Atd 

12 I spent oase hours debriefing what my perception was of 

13 what our problems vere with that group. But I don't kaow 

14 if that had any relationship to the data analysis group's 

15 work.  

1i ByT Ml, B0 150,SO 

17 0. Back to the preparatioo of the March 20th 

18 response.  

1 9  Do yoo have any indicatios or perception of 

20 any iatent on the part of Mr. White or any 2f his 

21 advisors to deceie -**^ b1C in that response? 

22 A. I have perception or indication, alsoo 

23 lack any data that conveys say cesversations or feelings 

24 ior anything like that of Mr. White or his staff. fy only 

25 indication or data come fromo r. Kelley and lover in the
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1 erym--atioan.  : at m. mamma 
3 0. Who was the plant manager at Watts Bar 

4 waseer Pleat at this time? 

5 A* Mr. 4d R. rtaLs.  

£ 0. Is he still the plant Saasger? 

7 A, Te. Be is still the pleat anager, though 

* recnatly hbe as lesed down to geqayah.  

9  0. We mentioned a if a90 what we have 

10 called the Mace Report in that effort, 

U  Are you aware of a siallar effort prior to 

12 the time that Mr. White came to WA where a group of 

13 people ftm tone and Webster me la and did an 

14 evaluation for WTA? 

15  A. ToYes. I 

I. 0. Can roe docribe to s what you kaov about 

17 that and your iarolvement La that? 

1l  A. What I have know is that se day in early 

19 oiber o 8 35p, quite early like f cember 3rd. T was 

2 calld ato the *ite directer's otfice ter an interview.  

21 VWhe I got tbhere, I found that I was Joied 

22 by 81 other Watts Bar aid-lavel managers, and vwe were 

23 9gtag to be iaterrlwed all at the me time by fmr.  

24 Whiter Bill W*gaer, and aarray Riles. I believe that's 

25 it. r believe it was those three.  
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1  - The questioned the groop both collectively 

2 &ad latdiially about perceptions of Watts Bar a 

3 problems tor I believe three or foer hours.  

4 Where do yot want me to go with the 

5 conversation? it was not a month or two later that we 

6 heard that Mr. White was now in charge of the progran.  

7 0. What were the problems that were conreyed, 

S in a nuatahell? 

9 A. I an not going to be able to shoot off the 

10 hip and amner that, because the time frame - given a 

11 little ti-e, I can probably remember wbat input I made.  

12 But at the sam time I was making some 

13 input, the engineering - he's called the Design Services 

14 Ranager - Doug Wilson was there providing his 

15 perspective, which I remember were ome different 

16 problems than I raised.  

17 The modificatioms anager, Ricky Riles, was 

16 in there, I believe. The quality assurance supervisor 

19 -a d r'm trying to remember the fall. sae or title of 

20 that positioo at that time, but his sae was Ton. I want 

21 to say te begers.  

22 Can we fisabh around off the record for names 

23 and ty to find the right name? oeward was the name, Toa 

24 Roward.  

25 Another engineering manager, I believe,
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1 waA theor, Randy Toalley.  

2 By perceptions of Watts Bat problems were 

3 more based upon my prerious e&posure to Watts Bar froo 

4 vorting in Knoxville for a couple of years and having 

5 been the Resident aspector of Watts Bar for a couple of 

6 years.  

7 I highlighted corrective action as a 

8 problem. I gave sme o the backgrouad as to why I felt 

9 that way, like *ve told you today.  

10 And in attempting to get beyond fixing 

11 isolated examples and looking for what TWA needed to do 

12 better, as Watts Bar Resident Inspector, I had concluded 

13 that we needed to be successful in being nore open in 

14 identifying and sore openainded in bounding quality 

15 problems, 

16 I believe that I talked about a couple of 

17 the specific issues that my staff bad been working on in 

18 Knoxrille until quite recently when that group vas 

19 disbanded. That included things like cable band radius 

20 and instrument design and construction problems 

21 instrument line design and construction problems 

22 because those still sees to be quite outstanding issues 

23 that irrespective of wvbether or not my staff bad had any 

24 influence on theb, that they had not gone away.  

25 I wish Z could remember more. I remember 

I
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1 r. -oReard didn't offer a siagle thing to the whole 

2 metiag, and he was the QA saprrvisr.  

3 When fr. White got a little frustrated at 

4 the end of the meeting and said, Oir. Reward, you're 

5 sitting over there in the corner quiet. Do you agree 

6 with what the rest of thee goats hare Don't you have 

7 something else to add?' 

* And his answer wase fo." 

9 0. Can you think of anything else? 

10 A. I can think of one nore point.  

11 Fr. White asked if there was any common 

12 thread that the group could identify that led to the 

13 occurence of problems. I respoeded and told him that 

14 whvbile there vere many times that we, as a utility, did 

15 not closely control our commltenta, aad we needed to be 

1i asking sure we vere *eeting our colmitsats.  

17 At the sare time, we .ere very careless in 

1s the way that we made the commitments initially. We had a 

19 repattion of overcomaitting, committing to do something 

20 to higher standards than the rest of the industry would 

21 do technically, and then falling short of meeting thee 

22 rigorous comnitments.  

23 We vould still perhaps be performing better 

24 than the rest of the Industry, and then turn around and 

25 be beating ourselves up for falling short of the 

I:
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comitaent that we made.  

That situation I have seen O several ases 

that we have tried to do too such, and when we tfll a 

little bit short, we disproportionately made it a big 

issue when others in the inadutry weren't even playing in 

the same league. And yet we were looking like the bad 

guys and the poor perfomers because we fell short of our 

cOamitments.  

bow, his reaction was to cast that oat of 

hand, which didn't surprise so coming froa a Navy nuclear 

background. I believe he regarded that as an excuse for 

poor perforance rather than as an assessment of ways we 

geot ourselves in trouble.  

But I can say that I have seen a couple of 

cases where over the last year Mr. White has becoae a 

little more wary about over comaitting and has now 

started to say that he intends to license Seacoyah based 

upon the same kind of comitments and same kind of 

actioes that are expected of the rest of the Ladustry, 

rather than to have the model nuclear plant that moots 

all the latest industry standards before be can start it 

ap.  

I don't know if there is an indication in 

bhere, but his initial reaction was, *Pooh, pooh. We're 

just screving up if we don't meet our cosiatents.



1 - But one can indeed mae the whole life such 

2 seek ore difficult to deal with If you eomit to 

3 something that is a higher standard than the rest of the 

4 industry is living to.  

5 And then yoe try to develop a program and 

S rcon it to meet that higbher standard. T run iLate 

7 trouble. lour performance may be at a level that exceeds 

* industry sorms and acceptance by the commission and still 

9 be getting beat bloody over youer performance.  

10 MR*. RItMARTs I think that's all I have.  

11 MR. rOBEISORs I a be no further questions.  

12 mr. Mceonald, are there any other eaments 

13 that you wish to make regarding the acope of this 

14 investigation that you feel are pertinent that we haven't 

15 already discussed here this morning? 

1f T56 WnITWUs I did not, through respoases 

17 to the questions, dwell upon the seeing change in the 

18 nature of 5otS perception or their basis for perceptions.  

19 I do't kaew it that is of interest to you, but froma y 

20 perspective it certainly compounded the difficulty of 

21 developing any kind of response to WIRC, given that I was 

22 having trouble understanding and figuring out how I could 

23 make a credible response on what I had first concluded 

24 was the SIRS perception.  

25 ?vo veeks later MtRS issued another piece of
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1 paper that had a different flavor of what the perception 

2 was and had a different set of data of various 

3 irnvestigation that it had previously performed that were 

4 the basis for it.  

5 And than againa about two weeks later there 

6 was another perception and another statement of 

7 perception on a different set of backup data.  

I I had trouble dealing with which one of the 

9 three, or all three of them, that I was supposed to be 

10 making sure I had a position developed for that was going 

11 to go in what was going to be the Macch 28th letter.  

12 Now, the way it panned out was my response 

13 was based on the January 14th, 1986 W8RS perception. And 

14 to this day, I don't know if it should have been, or if 

15 it should have been based on one or sore of their 

16 February positions.  

17 But that was just another complication of 

s18 not only how should TA be responding, but to what should 

19 it be responding, It was totally apparent that RERS at 

20 that time shared a staff perception with - or a staff 

21 ember perception with Coaiassioner Asselatine and bad 

22 not gone through a reasonable problem analysis process to 

23 lead to the develoment of the perceptions and the basis 

24 Ifor then.  

25 Rather, it was a core superficial and 
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1 hurried exercise. It was a back tit effort to develop a 

2 basis tor the, and when ocessary to change the wording 

3 of what the perception neant to match the basis. So, 

4 that it a very mentally comple eoercise trying to 

5 identifywhat the structure was that I was operating in.  

6 BT U. RMOISOgt 

7 0. Did you feel that daring the evolution of 

* that process in your atad that it made any diftternce to 

9 Mr. Melley whether or not you v. re working on the initial 

10 perception or whether you were working on the - we'll 

11 say - the expanded scope of the perception as came later 

12 in the game? 

13 A. Mr. Kelley's representativer, R. Bardette, 

14 was the one who was forwarding the revised position to 

15 me. ovweere, there asn't that much oversight or 

16 discussion of substance about what I was doing for so to 

17 get an intelligent conversation going, 

18 So, I's pretty such defined what I thought 

19 was the right thing to respond to and went off and did it 

20 and fought my battles trying to get that piece addressed 

21 in the March 20th response.  

22 0 On the basis of year determination of what 

23 5535 wanted you to address after their bi-weekly updates, 

24 do you feel that the final response addressed all of 

25 those issues?
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1 . A. No. There were more topics. Beond generic 

2 corrective action at least one of the versions emphasized 

3 a perception of inadequacy in fixing the original 

4 example.  

5 And then one of tae verasions vent into great 

6 detail to explain an 3638 perception about what 

7 compliance with Appendix 3 weant. That made statements 

* to the effect that you couldn't be in compliance with 

9 Appendix a as long as you had problems.  

1 0  Just because youa're fixing them under 

11 Criterion 16 doesn't make you in compliance with Appendix 

12 B3, which I find interesting because that was a position 

13 that neither WA nor NRC had developed before, bat it 

14 eems like a lot of the conversation has evolved along 

15 that line since that tise.  

16 So, it leaves se wondering a little bit if 

17 the WINS staff is actually helping the KRC staff 

18 articulate its positions and concerns, 

19 0. It wasn't youear impression that as a result 

20 of that meeting in Chattanooga that Whitt and Harrison 

21 came down to that it was kind of TWA's position that an 

22 long as these items were in the corrective action system 

23 they were in compliance with Appendix 3? 

24 A. Zt was my mtapression that as long as WMA vas 

25 working on fixing -- as long as WA agreed problems 
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1 exited with SRSS and agreed to work on thoose problems 

2 under Appedix B, then In general that meant that TVA was 

3 going to respond to 1RC in a vein which said it'& not all 

4 a aons, whatever the right language was going to turn out 

5 to be, whether or not thit language was pertasive QA 

* program breakdown, compliance with Appendix a, no program 

7 or whatever.  

I By iapression was that WA was going to 

9 consider what it was doing basically acceptable as long 

10 as it was identifying and fixing its problem. And that 

11 specific forums were goLng to continue to exist to make 

12 sure NBRS was challenged to articulate its problem so 

13 that TWA would therein respond to thes, and that only one 

14 problem had been taken off the books frt. TWA's 

15 perspective an a result of that first meeting, and that 

1i one being vhether or not a QA program existed.  

17 MR. ROB SOst Any other coments that you 

18 have? 

19 A*. o. I don't.  

20 BT MR. W0SBZ135s 

21 *0 In conclusion, Mr. McDonald, have I or any 

22 other WRC representative here threatened you in any 

23 sanner or offered you any reward in return for this 

24 statement? 

25 A. No.
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1 '. 1awe you gLvie this statmeut freely and 
2 volatartly? 

3 A. To, i hyave.  

4 . BZ9SOI Ptne. This will conclud. the 
5 interview at 11x43 on march 25th, 1987. r thank you for 
6 your cooperation, 

7 (Bud of statment.) 
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